
Sana Tameem
Full-stack WEBDEVELOPER

Aspiring Full-stack web developer with a passion for user-friendly design.
Eager to learn and collaborate in a team environment. Open-source enthusiast
ready to dive into the world of web development.

sanatameem38@gmail.com | GitHub
LinkedIn | Twitter | Portfolio

EXPERIENCE
MICROVERSE, Remote
Mentor (Volunteer), Mar 2023–Present

■ Mentoring AbdulWahabHussain and Ali Shah Safdari junior
web developers, providing technical support through code
reviews.

■ Proposing improvements to code organization to improve code
quality and overall performance.

■ Providing advice and tips on how tomaintain motivation to
maintain longevity in the program.

Hub-Chain, Kabul, Afghanistan
Internship, Sep 2020 - Jan 2021

■ WebDesign Projects: Successfully completedmultiple web
design projects, creating visually appealing and user-friendly
websites for clients from diverse industries.

■ Continuous Learning: Proactively engaged in learning new
design tools and techniques, staying updatedwith the latest
trends in web design to enhance skillsets and deliver
cutting-edge designs.

EDUCATION
MICROVERSE, Feb 2023– Present
Remote Full StackWebDevelopment Program, Full-Time

■ Spending 600+ hours mastering algorithms, data structures, and
front-end development while simultaneously developing
projects with JavaScript, React, and Redux.

■ Developing skills in remote pair programming using GitHub,
industry-standard git-flow, and daily standups to communicate
and collaborate with international remote developers.

Kabul University, Aug, 2019-Present
Bachelor of Computer Science

■ Studying Software Engineering.

SKILLS

Front-End: JavaScript, React, Bootstrap, Sass,
HTML5, CSS3

Back-End: Ruby, Ruby on Rails, MySQL

Tools &Methods: Git, GitHub, Netlify,
Mobile/Responsive Development, TDD, Chrome
Dev Tools

Professional: Remote Pair-Programming,
Teamwork,Mentoring

PROJECTS

Awesome Books
- Awesome Book is a simple project in

that a user can add a book's title and
author to it and can remove it from their
list. - Built with: (HTML, CSS, and JS)

- Live Demo

Todo List
- A to-do list is a tool that helps organize

a day. A user marks the tasks as
completed ormanages their list of tasks
by adding extra tasks or removing
existing ones.

- Built with: (HTML, CSS, ES6,Webpack)
- Live Demo

Mealicious Gallery
- Mealicious Gallery is for exploring a

diverse range of meals and like,
commenting on them.

- Built with: (HTML, CSS, JS, and
Webpack)

- Live Demo
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